
 

30" x 6" Linear Channel Drop-In Pan with Spark Ignition
Kit - Propane Bundle

  Product ID: SS-LCBKIT-P-30-BNDL
Weight: 45.000000 lbs
Manufacturer: American Fire Glass

Price: $1,044.97
   Or Call: (888) 264-1017

30" x 6" Linear Channel Drop-In Pan with Spark Ignition Kit -
Propane Bundle

A warm, cozy fire pit can be an ideal outdoor retreat for family and friends, especially during those
cold winter months. Our 30" x 6" linear channel drop-in burner pan with spark ignition kit (propane)
is just what your customers will need to organize such an event. With just the flip of a switch, your
customers and their guests will be enjoying a brilliant flame and lots of memorable conversations!

Our 30" x 6" linear drop-in pan with spark ignition kit (propane) comes fully equipped with all the
following components:

30" x 6" Linear Channel Drop-in Burner Pan w/ Built-in T-Burner - Our 30" x 6" linear drop-in
burner pan comes with a convenient 'lip' so it can be installed into your DIY fire pit and easily
removed after use. These burner pans greatly reduce the amount of fire glass your customers will
need to fill their fire pit by creating a false bottom which gives the illusion that the fire pit is full,
whereas only the top part of it is. All our linear drop-in burner pans are made of 304 stainless steel,
which means they are very durable and can withstand extreme heat as well as harsh weather
without sustaining any damage or rust. Each comes with a built-in T-burner, 1/2 inch gas inlet and
drilled weep holes to prevent water accumulation.

A Push Button Spark ignitor - battery included and ignites with the push of a button

Fire Pit Connection Accessories - including gas hose (4' and 5') regulator, chrome key valve with
key, air-mixer.

Optional Accessory - Push Button Ignitor Mounting Plate for mounting your key valve and your
push button for the spark ignitor.

Linear Flame Guard Features - Fire Pit Flame Guards provide an additional safety barrier, help
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maintain a central flame during the evening breeze, all while providing an enhanced fire elegance by
reflecting the flames on the glass surfaces. Made from tempered glass, all our Fire Pit Flame Guards
are heat resistant with polished edges, and designed for use with any fire pit.

Linear Burner Cover Features - Here at American Fire Glass we believe our customers deserve
the best products available. To that end we are proud to announce the addition of Fire Pit Pan Covers
to our current collection of quality products. As with our quality burner pans, the new Fire Pit Pan
Covers are crafted from high quality .304 stainless steel with smooth brushed finish and a heavy
duty solid chrome handle. Fire Pit Pan Covers are made to compliment and completely protect their
corresponding drop-in pans units. We strongly recommend that you consider protecting your fire
feature investment with our splendid new Fire Pit Pan Covers

Save 5% When You Bundle. 

This kit comes complete with everything you need to build the ultimate fire pit! All you'll
need to do is purchase 20 pounds of your favorite fire glass.

(1) 30"x 6" Linear Channel Drop-In Pan with Spark Ignition Kit - Propane

(1) Linear Flame Guard - Assembled size 35.5" x 11.5" x 6"

(1) Linear Stainless Steel Cover - Actual size 33" x 9" x 1.5"

Fire Pit Pan Specifications

1. Product Weight: 13.00 lbs
2. Material: High Quality Stainless Steel (hand crafted)
3. Color: Stainless Steel
4. Dimensions: 30" L x 6" W x 2" D x 1 1/4" Flange
5. Fire glass capacity: 20 lbs of fire glass required (not included)
6. Special Feature: Drilled holes (not punched) in order to prevent whistling
7. Burner Heat rating: 60,000 B.T.U/Hour rating maximum
8. For use in: To be used in outdoor, vented, propane gas fire features ONLY
9. Cutout Size & Recommended Fire Ring: Download Now

10. Prop. 65 Warning: This product may contain compounds known to the state of California to
cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm.

Flame Guard Specifications

1. Clear Tempered Glass Panels
2. Polished Aluminum Fire-Resistant Brackets
3. Assembled size: 35.5" x 11.5" x 6"

Burner Cover Specifications

1. High quality .304 stainless steel
2. Smooth brushed finish heavy duty handle
3. Actual size: 33" x 9" x 1.5"
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